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ALL questions are compulsory. 

 

1. (A) Fill in the blanks choosing the correct option from the words given in the brackets  

          (any FIVE) :                                                                                                                          5 

1) The initial response to the project _____ been euphoric. (has/have) 

2) The party _____ seriously considering the changes recommended by us. (is/was) 

3) There _____ some scientific methods of reducing stress. (are/were) 

4) One should _____ to a routine of eating and sleeping. (stick/sticks) 

5) Each man and woman _____ the right to vote. (has/have) 

6) A few minutes after taking off, the aircraft _____ contact. (lose/lost) 

7) The application mainly _____ upon all these major aspects. (focus/focuses) 

 

(B) Spot the errors in the following sentences and rewrite them correctly (any FIVE) :       5 

 

1) I am going out, am I ? 

2) He worked from the department. 

3) I will tell you the result yesterday. 

4) Where is my spectacles? 

5) It will help the students to no their official syllabus. 

6) He is a boy who cannot stay at one place and absolutely hate school. 

7) There was a big argument about if we should more to a bigger house. 

 

(C) Fill in the blanks choosing the correct phrasal verb from the options given in the  

       bracket  (any FIVE) :                                                                                                              5 

1) It was _____ to send the security forces into the foreign territory. 

      (a big decision/a strong decision/a huge decision) 

 

2) _____ is to be found within ourselves only.  

      (a great joy/a large joy/a deep joy) 

 

3) Farmers are worried about the _____ of their agricultural products. 

(less price/low price/cheap price) 

 

4) What we need is _____.  

(fast train/quick train/hurried train) 

 

5) I could not get what she wanted to say since she _____. 

(whispered thinly/whispered softly/whispered harshly) 

 



6) All big cities will have to face the problem of _____. 

(big traffic/ great traffic,/heavy traffic) 

 

      7)    His father always taught him not to _____ those people with less.  

           (look up to / look down on) 

    

 

(D)  Fill in the blanks choosing the correct options from the words given in the brackets  

       (any FIVE) :                                                                                                                             5 

 

1) I _____ over book after book. (poured, pored) 

2) She studied the _____ of insecticides on plants. (affect, effect) 

3) The children were not _____ in the hall. (aloud, allowed) 

4) He caught the snake with his _____ hands. (bear, bare) 

5) The driver applied the _____ to stop the bus. (brakes, breaks) 

6) It is unfortunate to _____ a parent. (lose, loose) 

7) The _____ was on a round. (Principal, Principle) 
 

2. (A)  Write a memo to the employees of Woolworth Co. for spending more time than permitted 

on social sites and the action which might be taken.                                                                       5 

OR 

You are the manager of the Advertising department of Vishal Pvt. Ltd. Write memorandum 

to the Manager of Human Resources to increase the standard of language and inputs to 

make meaningful advertisements. 

 

(B)  Draft a notice and agenda of the meeting to be held by the Deputy Manager regarding the 

upcoming Silver Jubilee celebrations of Starlight Enterprises, New Delhi.                                  10 

 

OR 

 

Write the minutes of the meeting held on 15th February 2019 by the Secretary of Tigers’ 

Club at 11 a.m. with the following Agenda. 

 

(a) To confirm the minutes of the last meeting. 

(b) To decide upon a new Secretary as the tenure of the present Secretary is getting over. 

(c) To discuss about the new life saving equipments purchased. 

(d) To invite suggestions for the upcoming celebration events. 

(e) Any other matter. 

(f) Date of the next meeting. 

(C) You want to sell your 600 sq.ft. shop at Nagpur. Write an advertisement with all details. 

                                                                                                                                                          5 

OR 

 

Write an advertisement for the post of Security Guard at a Jeweller’s Shop at Gondia. 

 

 

 



3. (A) Answer any ONE of the following questions in about 150 words :                               10 

 

What emotion did Billy have at the time of leaving the school ? What was his parents’ plan 

for his future ? 

 

OR 

 

Why does Dinesh Kumar think that most of the youngsters today are evasive or 

irresponsible ? 

 

(B) Answer any TWO of the following questions in about 75 words each :                                10 

 

1) What was Arm’s attitude towards the narrator the next morning? 

2) What was Albert Einstein’s opinion about education? 

3) Narrate Billy’s encounter with Mr. Bidwell. 

 

4. (A) Answer any ONE of the following questions in about 150 words :                                   10 

 

Comment upon the lessons taught by Subroto Bagchi’s father as mentioned in ‘Go, Kiss 

the World’. 

 

OR 

 

What does the lesson ‘My Struggle for an Education’ tell us about Booker Washington ? 

 

(B) Answer any TWO of the following questions in about 75 words each : 10 

 

1) How did Washington have his best breakfast ? 

2) What, according to Bagchi, is the true meaning of success ? 

3) Why does the Chief of the tribe say that the idea of buying and selling land is strange 


